
Note: This reference was prepared based on the club’s regular meeting structure. 
 

 
 

Taking on this role improves organizational skills, time management skills and facilitation skills. 

The Table Topics Master delivers the Table Topics portion of the meeting, which helps train members to quickly 

organize and express their thoughts in an impromptu setting. As Topics Master, you: 

 Select topics in advance of the meeting that allow speakers to offer opinions. 

 (Preferably) Give members who are not assigned a speaking role the opportunity to speak during the meeting 

by assigning impromptu talks on topics that allow for wide exploration of knowledge and opinion. 

 Don't ask two people the same thing unless you specify that it is to generate opposing viewpoints. 

 

General script (kindly refrain from following this exactly. Try to personalise ;) Make it yours.) 

Fellow Toastmasters and guests, hi. I am your Topics Master this evening, *insert your name*. This 

session is designed to challenge members to develop their impromptu communications skills and 

effectively “think on their feet” by answering unrehearsed questions. It is also for all those members 

who haven’t gotten the opportunity to speak during the meeting. This is your time to shine~ 

For each volunteer, after you come up on stage I will ask you to pick a number. Each number 

corresponds to a topic. Once you receive the topic, you will have some time to think of a response 

and your timing will start the moment you utter your first word or indicate with a sound or body 

language that you’ve started your speech.  

The timing is as follows: 

 At 1 minute, the green light will be turned on, this means that if you’re ready to conclude, you 

can already do so now. 

 At 1 minute and 30 seconds, the amber light will be turned on, this means, you should be 

ready to conclude soon. 

 At 2 minutes, the red light will be turned on, this means – conclude now! 

 At 2 minutes and 30 seconds, all the lights will be turned on or a bell will be rung to indicate 

that you’ve gone overtime. 

 Any speech time below a minute or above 2 minutes 30 seconds will cause disqualification. 

Now, who’s ready to let their knowledge and imagination get together and run wild with my topics? 

May I please have our first table topics speaker of the night? 

[someone volunteers, call the person up and…] 

Welcome to the stage, may I have your name please? [note spelling to write on the board] 

And please choose a number from _ to _. 

(Give the topic in this manner:) *insert name*, *insert topic*, *insert topic*, *insert name*  

(Your topic in particular can be presented any way you like, be it a question or a quote or ‘please 

continue the sentence’. Regardless, it’s always best to keep within 10 words) 

[after the speaker is done, call out another speaker. If there are time constraints, check with timer if 

you have time for more. If you’ve got time, repeat until time’s up] 

Before I pass the control to the General Evaluator / Toastmaster of the Evening, please vote for the 

best table topics speaker. A box/cup will be passed around for you to place the voting ballot. 

Now, let us welcome our General Evaluator, Toastmaster of the Evening, *insert name*.  

[clap, walk off stage gracefully] 


